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Online editor



● Founded August 1993
● Website launched October 2012

○ Money, readership and 
maintaining brand

● We are not early adopters

Note: Some screenshots presented in this slideshow are 
taken from the Wayback Machine and may not reflect exact 
changes. The screenshots taken from Wayback have a recent 
date at top left.

Rooted in Print



● No initial design
o Template

● Readership beyond 
Cambodia

● Competition begins
● Free
● Idea to get online fast, but be 

selective
o Archives
o Editor-selected stories

● Initial high user response

Welcome to the Web



● Users skyrocket
● International recognition via 

NBC, The Huffington Post 
and The New York Times

● Audience grows 
internationally by 20,000+

Death of the King Father



● Following an increase in 
users from October 2012, 
we clean up the design

● Readership continues to 
go up, but this time mobile 
users increase

Small Changes and Mobile



● We launch a mobile edition 
of The Cambodia Daily and 
an accompanying web-app 
for iOS devices

● Mobile users increase 
10-fold following the 
introduction of the mobile 
edition

● As with the website, we 
offer select articles only

Introduction of Mobile



● We begin to research a 
paywall for The Daily’s site

● After discussion, we opt for 
Tinypass

● We settle on a price of 
$1/day, $15/month and 
$150/year

● Mobile is free

Paywall



● We launch the paywall in 
March 2013 and offer a 
solid paywall with no free 
articles

● Following backlash, within a 
month, we change this to 
offering some articles free 
and others paid with a ($) 
before the content

● Each paid article offers only 
the first paragraph for free

● Users stay steady, and 
there is no drop off

● This lasts several months

Paywall



● Mobile users skyrocket
● The number of mobile 

phone users soars past the 
Cambodian population

● The number of smartphones 
sold in retail shops 
continues to grow as prices 
drop

● We take a simple approach 
to mobile redesign and strip 
away everything but text

● Overall users hits 1 million

Mobile Redesign



● Following demand, we 
introduce the Khmer edition 
in June ahead of the 
country’s election in July

● It is a mirror design of the 
English site

● It is offered free
● All content, except for briefs, 

is now offered online in 
English and Khmer

Khmer Edition



● Mobile users grow and, in 
the same month, we launch 
the mobile edition in Khmer

● It also is a mirror design of 
the English one

Khmer Edition Mobile



● First to break election 
results

● Mobile users skyrocket 
again

● A thirst now for mobile, 
breaking news among 
readers

● We drop the publisher’s 
message and add space 
for news

● Also add buttons and 
move the date

Elections and More Space for News



● The idea is planted to 
move toward a mobile 
first responsive design
○ Easier maintenance
○ Cleaner look
○ Consolidate

● Social media campaign 
with Facebook and 
Twitter

Mobile First Responsive Design



● In September 2013, we begin to see a large 
move to mobile, where more than one-third 
of our readers were on mobile devices

● Because of the increase in mobile, we 
wanted to focus on mobile devices and took 
a mobile-first approach to the redesign

● After consulting with several designers and 
posting on forums, I began to sketch ideas 
for the homepage (at right)

The Move to Responsive



● In November 2013, readership grows 
exponentially—just less than half of our 
readers are on mobile devices

● We follow the idea of stripping all 
unnecessary content and designing for the 
smallest screen first

● We look at the story pages (right) being just 
as vital as the homepage
○ With social media, links, etc., homepage 

becoming less relevant

Readers Continue to Grow



● Following months of ideas and sketches, in 
January 2014, we finalized two responsive 
designs

● One design is with the day’s biggest news at 
left followed by a smaller column of 
additional news and a column of briefs and 
less-updated sections

● The second design (right) focuses on a 
multimedia center (mostly a large 
photograph) surrounded by text

● Both designs are interchangeable depending 
on the day’s news

● These designs also offer specific advertising 
slots

Finalizing Responsive



● While finalizing the 
responsive design, we 
worked with Tinypass 
to implement a 
JavaScript paywall 
offering 10 views per 
month and a curtain

● This is for all 
platforms: desktop and 
mobile

Change of Paywall



● In February 2014, we rolled 
out the responsive design 
for the English site

● Support IE9+

Rolling Out Responsive



● In March 2014, we rolled out 
the redesign for the Khmer 
edition

● With the Khmer edition, 
however, we kept one single 
column in both desktop and 
mobile versions

● This was done because we see 
the Khmer edition being read 
mostly on mobiles

● Free

Rolling Out Responsive



● (1) Desktop and tablet 
horizontal (1024 pixels)

● (2) Tablet vertical (800 
pixels)

● (3) Smartphones vertical 
(480 pixels)

Responsive Example
Multimedia center

1 2 3



● (1) Desktop and tablet 
horizontal (1024 pixels)

● (2) Tablet vertical (800 
pixels)

● (3) Smartphones vertical 
(480 pixels)

Responsive Example
Main news left

1 2 3



● (1) Desktop and tablet 
horizontal (1024 pixels)

● (2) Tablet vertical (800 
pixels)

● (3) Smartphones vertical 
(480 pixels)

Responsive Example
Individual story page

31 2



● Lack of local technical talent
● A mostly mobile society
● Digital transactions
● Online advertising still in its infancy

The Challenges



● Personalized homepages
○ Sections based off of searches

● Streamlined payments
○ Mobile operators
○ Scratchcards

● Multimedia

Future Ideas


